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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 1: THE THING THAT WOULDN’T LEAVE
You are the Designated Broker of your office, and you are dealing with an “in-house” transaction in 
which one of your agents represents the seller and another represents the buyer. You don’t normally 
do dual agency, however this was a $5 million transaction and things seem to be moving along very 
smoothly. In fact, the seller and the buyer are personal friends. They actually worked together at 
Amasoft.

Sure, there are minor skirmishes involving inspection issues, an easement that wasn’t supposed 
to be on the title and a delayed appraisal. But you’ve trained your agents well, and you are always 
available to smooth over any ruffled feathers, so this is no big deal. You’ve done it before, and you’ll 
do it again. That’s why you’re so successful!

Two weeks before closing, however, it turns out the Seller’s new house won’t be ready in time  
because of construction delays. You know this because you represent the seller as the Buyer’s  
broker. The fish are in, and every carpenter needs a day or two on the river to clear their heads. 

You approach the Buyers with this information, and they agree to allow the Seller to stay after  
closing. Being very good at what you do, you whip out a NWMLS Form 65B Rental Agreement  
(After Closing) and ask the parties to sign it. You also are smart enough to realize that the Seller 
and the Buyer should execute a “walk-through”, just in case the Seller damages the property on the  
move-out. Even better, you advise your clients to check with their insurers regarding whether or not 
they will have coverage during the short period of time that the Seller will be remaining in the house.  
You do all of this because you’re really good at what you do!

Unfortunately, the fish are really biting, and the contractors are having a lot of trouble clearing 
their heads. The Sellers approach you with an extension of the rental agreement, which the Buyers  
refuse to sign. They sold their house, and their Buyers want in!

The transaction closes, and when the Buyer’s moving truck pulls into the driveway, the Sellers are 
still there, calmly sipping grande double espressicanos with extra foam.
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 1: THE THING THAT WOULDN’T LEAVE
• What did you do right?
• What did you do wrong?
• How do you resolve this situation?
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 2: TO CLOSE OR NOT TO CLOSE - THAT IS THE 
QUESTION.
Even though we are in the middle of a generational pandemic with an economic collapse coming, 
the real estate market is going crazy. Nobody really understands it, but what the heck, you gotta 
make hay while the sun shines!

And shine it does. So far this year, you have closed 30 transactions, and you feel like you could 
recite the NWMLS Forms in your sleep. That’s because every transaction you have had has some 
quirk that requires a special form. And NWMLS has them all. That’s part of what’s fun about real 
estate!

But the pandemic is starting to cause problems for your transactions. When it first hit, it was hard 
to market properties because you were quarantined. But you figured out how to get around that. 
Then it was hard to schedule an inspection, but you found a way around that issue too. Then the 
pandemic caused delays in appraisals, but you’ve been through that before, so you fixed it by  
providing for long closings with “on or before” language. You learn that in a clock hour class taught 
by your friendly local real estate attorney.

The most recent challenge coming from the County Recorder’s office is a little more vexing. In an 
email sent to the brokerage community and the title industry, the County Recorder says that they 
cannot guarantee same-day recording numbers.  They’re too busy trying to bust people cheating 
on their excise tax affidavits and writing improperly in the margins of their documents right there at 
the counter.

Searching your mental memory bank, you remember distinctly that Form 21 paragraph (f) says that 
““closing” means the date on which all documents are recorded and the sale proceeds are available 
to Seller.”

You have five transactions in the hopper, and because of delays in the appraisal, you’ve had to  
deliver the Notice of Termination in two of them on behalf of your Sellers. You also know that one of 
your Sellers has an offer on another property with a Home Sale Contingency, and you have heard 
them whispering about “bridge loans”. 

In the other three transactions you are representing the Buyer, and they are all concerned about 
interest rate locks expiring. Also, there are backup offers on all three of these transactions. In two of 
them, your clients submitted significant “escalator clauses” because of bidding wars, but you won.
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 2: TO CLOSE OR NOT TO CLOSE - THAT IS THE 
QUESTION.

• What do you do on behalf of your Seller clients?
• What you do on behalf of your Buyer clients? 
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal IssuesMost Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 3: ENCROACHMENT OR NOT?
You are happily sipping a tall-single nonfat decaf breve macchiato perfectly steamed to 140 degrees 
with exactly 1-inch of foam, contemplating how sweet real estate is, when your terrified former seller 
clients Nick and Nancy Innocento forward you the following email:

“Dear Mr. and Mrs. Innocento:

This office is counsel to Wendy and Walter Victimo, who purchased the property at 12345  
Hedgeview Ln., from you in August 2018. As you know, at no time did you disclose to Mr. and Mrs.  
Victimo that you entered into a boundary agreement with the Grandiose Estates Homeowners’  
Association and your former neighbors, John and Susan Encroachamente. The Victimos had no idea, until  
construction started on the Encroachamentes’ property after they had closed on the Property, that 
you had agreed to reduce the side yard setback on the Encroachamente property from 15 feet, as 
provided for in the Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (“CCR’s”) to a mere 9 feet.

The Victimos were shocked when the Encroachamentes began construction and their plans  
became evident. The Victimos immediately complained, both to the Encroachamentes and to the  
Association, that the siting and construction of the Encroachamentes’ Accessory Dwelling Unit  
blatantly violated the CCR’s for the Property. To make matters worse, the ADU is directly across 
from the Victimos’ home on the Property, with windows looking directly into their windows. When  
confronted, both the Encroachamentes and the Association quickly pointed out that they had  
received your express written consent to modify the setback in August, 2017. Had they disclosed 
his material fact, the Victimos simply would not have bought the Property.

The Victimos read the CC&R’s before they bought the property. The privacy the CC&R’s preserve 
to the homes in the Association, with setback and other provisions, was important to them in their 
decision. Similarly, they read the Seller Disclosure Statement (“Form 17”) that you provided to them 
before they purchased the Property. Of course, they assumed that you had faithfully answered the 
questions. As you know, question 1C on the Form 17 asks whether there are any “encroachments, 
boundary agreements, or boundary disputes.”. You falsely answered “No.” Perhaps this slipped 
your mind because, at the time you granted the consent, the Encroachamentes estimated that they 
would complete construction of their ADU in the Spring of 2018, well before you sold the Property.  
If that had happened, the setback agreement you made would have been obvious to all, including 
the Victimos. However, that did not happen and there was no way for the Victimos to know what you 
are done without you telling them – until construction commenced.

Unfortunately, it appears that there is nothing that can be done with regard to the location of the  
Encroachamente ADU. The consent that you granted to them and the Association is perfectly  
enforceable. Unfortunately, the only remedy that is available to our clients is to plant mature  
vegetation on their property to shield them from the new building as best as possible. Our clients 
believe that the impact of the revised setback in the value of their property is at least $50,000. 
Again, our clients would not have bought the Property in the first place had they known the truth 
about the revisions to the setback requirement.

We strongly advise you to consult with an attorney. If you do so, please have your attorney call us 
within two weeks so we can discuss next steps. Alternatively, if you for further, you may call me  
directly. However, if we have not heard from you by then, we will assume you do not intend to  
respond and will take action to bring suit without any further notice.”
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal IssuesMost Significant Real Estate Legal Issues
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SCENARIO 3: ENCROACHMENT OR NOT?
• Are you in trouble?
• How about your sellers?
• Is this something the seller should have disclosed?
• Is it something the buyers could have discovered?



Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 4: THE TIGHTWAD BUYERS
You are a brand-new agent, and so far, you love real estate! Unfortunately, it’s taking longer than 
expected to build a client base. In order to speed things up, you agree to sit an open house on 
Sunday.  The house is listed by the most senior broker in your office, who also happens to be the 
Designated Broker. Happily, a nice young couple show up and they love the house. They really like 
you too! 

That night, the buyer calls and tells you that they want to make an offer. The listing broker/DB is 
way too busy, plus you need some experience, so she asks you to write it up. While you’re sitting 
with the buyer writing up the offer, they mentioned that they had just read an article explaining that 
the MLS had recently changed their rules to allow the Selling Office Commission (the “SOC”) to be 
disclosed to the public. They ask you what the SOC on this listing is, and when you tell them they 
tell you that their offer will not include an SOC. 

You tell them that you don’t work for free and that you’re not willing to represent them as a Buyer’s 
agent. You then call the Listing Broker/DB, who tells you to write it up disclosing that both you and 
the listing agent represent the Seller, and to transmit the offer to the seller. You do this, but the 
Seller rejects the offer because the sale price is too low. 

The next day, the listing broker/DB goes to Portugal for a three-week vacation. You’re friends on 
Facebook, and you’re extremely jealous to see the pictures she’s posting of her feet in the sand next 
to a tall glass of Sangria and a plate of beautiful pinxos.

The next day, you are sitting floor time, and the Buyers show up unannounced. They have taken 
a copy of your offer and have handwritten a higher price on it, and they demand that you transmit 
it to the Seller. As you look over the offer, you see that your name is listed in the “Selling Agent”  
signature block, however the offer discloses that you are an agent of the Seller. You also notice that 
it contains an NMLS Form 42 Agency Disclosure form.
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 4: THE TIGHTWAD BUYERS
• What do you do in this situation?
• What did you do right?
• What did you do wrong?
• What is your legal status in this transaction?
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 5: SHREDDING – OR SHREDDED?
You’re daydreaming about the 18” of fresh powder you shredded on the best spring skiing day ever, when 
you receive a phone call form Dr. Werner Von Sellingham.  Dr Von Sellingham tells you that he isn’t using his 
ski cabin anymore and wants to sell it.  He saw you shredding the gnar on the Warren Miller ski video from 
back in the day that you put on your website, and you are clearly the one.  You explain to him that you’ve 
always loved skiing and have many friends who may be interested.  He’s all in, so you send him a listing 
agreement.

Rather than waiting for the response, you look Dr. Von Sellingham up online and quickly discover that the 
ski cabin is actually an insanely beautiful ski in-ski out log cabin next to Hayak’s East Peak chair.  Bonus:  
There’s a view of Keecheelus Lake.  It’s easily worth $2 million, and what’s more, there’s a snowplow parked 
alongside the garage, just to make sure you don’t miss the sweet pow pow!  You send him an email saying 
that you should be able to sell it for $2million plus, and he says “great”.  So what that it’s located in Kittitas 
County!

You list the property for $2 million on NWMLS and lo and behold, your co-worker/skiing buddy says, “hey, I 
know someone who would love that place and they’re loaded!”.  You say “bring it on” and sure enough, a full 
price PSA appears the next day with only an inspection contingency.  You email it off to Dr. Von Sellinghoff 
and he docu-signs it right away.  You and your buddy start planning next years’ trip to Alta/Snowbird.  It’s 
going to be great!

But wait – another friend in the office has another buyer and he’ll pay $2.5mm with no inspection contin-
gency!  Bummer – you could have gone to Switzerland with the extra commission income.  But you dutifully 
tell Dr. Von Sellinghoff about the offer, which he accepts as a backup.

But …. the first buyer’s inspector says that there may be a problem with the septic system!  They want to 
conduct an additional inspection, and the septic expert says that the drainfield is damaged because the 
snowplow was only recently parked over the top of it.  You tell this to Dr. Von Sellinghoff and he adamantly 
denies that this is an issue.  The buyer sends you a Form 35R asking Dr. Von Sellinghoff to repair the dam-
age to the drainfield caused by his flagrant intentional act designed to kill the deal.  Dr. Von Sellinghoff says, 
“no way … Tell them to Pound Sand”. 
 
You dutifully pass this on to your friend, who passes it on to the buyer.  You then prepare a NWMLS form 
51 offering to refund the earnest money to the buyer and send it to escrow.  In response, you get a demand 
letter from Clancy Stuffenberg IV, attorney at law, threatening a lawsuit for specific performance.  You pass 
this on to Dr. Von Sellinghoff and he’s not happy at all.  He demands that you get rid of this buyer and close 
the deal for $2.5mm.  All of these communications are by email and sometimes it takes him a day or two to 
respond.

You go to your DB and she tells you that your duty is to the seller and that you need to make sure the second 
deal closes.  Following her instructions, you get it signed around and open escrow.
There’s one thing odd about the second deal – the buyer doesn’t want the snowplow, but it’s the dead of 
winter and nobody knows if it runs.  Because of this, the Buyer’s broker wrote the following language on a 
Form 34:

“Seller shall remove the snowplow from the property as soon as the snow melts”

Dr. Von Sellinghoff is fine with this, so the second deal gets signed around and escrow is opened.  You book 
your tickets to Switzerland, and feeling generous, you buy tickets for your friend – the broker who repre-
sented the first buyer. 
 
About a week before closing, you receive a demand letter from J. Horton Harrumphicus, attorney for Warren 
Miller, demanding $30,000 for the use of the skiing image on your website.

The deal closes, and you and your friend have a great time in Switzerland.
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

After you get back, three things happen:

1. You are named in a specific performance lawsuit filed by Buyer #1 against Dr. Von Sellinghoff. 

2. You receive an angry email from Dr. Von Sellinghoff asking why escrow withheld 15% of his proceeds. 

3. You receive an angry email from the Buyer’s broker notifying you that you and your client will be named 
in a Model Toxics Control Act cleanup action, because when the snowplow was removed, it turned out 
that oil had been leaking into a tributary of Lake Keechelus.

How much trouble are you in? What should you have done?  

SCENARIO 5: SHREDDING – OR SHREDDED?
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 6: AMENITIES OR NOT?
You represent Barry Bitz, a techie millennial who’s really kickin’ it. He designs video games for Dark 
Fish Games and he’s a gazillionaire. Who says that BA in graphic arts is worthless? The vaping is 
annoying, but hey, he’s going to pay cash and he seems pretty chill.  

Barry is all in on Industrial Estates Division II, a 12-unit side by side townhome project in the up and 
coming Gentrifico neighborhood. It’s just a short light rail commute to Sahara, Headbook, Gargle 
and a dozen other startups.  Barry likes Industrial Estates because of the sustainable vibe - the  
cement siding with metal accents, the recycled industrial fixtures, the electric car charging  
station, the eco-concierge and the community p-patch, where he can vape to his heart’s content.  It’s  
millennial heaven!

Barry is less interested in Club Industrial, the building that features a gym, a spa and a pool, but 
that facility is shared with Industrial Gardens, the rental apartment complex that is part of the overall 
project. But membership in Club Industrial is optional for owners of Industrial Estates, so he doesn’t 
need to join.

HOA dues are $295/year without a membership in Club Industrial. Joining Club Industrial adds and 
extra $100/month onto the HOA dues.  An owner can join or resign from Club Industrial any time.

You’ve read about a recent law called WUCOIA that requires public offering statements for “plat 
communities” of more than 12 units, but the developer of Industrial Estates says that one is not 
required because without Club Industrial, dues for the year are less than $300.00. You’re not sure 
you agree with this, but Barry is hot to trot, plus he’s paying all cash with no financing or inspection 
contingencies, so you write up the deal and say nothing to Barry about the POS. The transaction 
closes 2 weeks later and you take a well-deserved vacation to Sedona with your commission. It’s 
nice there this time of year!

A year later, Barry calls you and he is hot under the collar. It turns out that the HOA has voted to 
make membership in Club Industrial mandatory, and in the interim, the dues have gone up to $200/
month.  Being a techie millennial, the last thing Barry wants to do is to socialize with the renters next 
door, not to mention a gym and spa, for God’s sake!  But now he has no choice.  
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Most Significant Real Estate Legal Issues

SCENARIO 6: AMENITIES OR NOT?
What, if anything, have you done wrong?
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Battle of the Barristers raises funds for the Seattle First 
Citizen Scholarship Foundation, a not-for-profit 501(c)3 
organization that has been providing educational  
scholarships to REALTORS® and their families since 1999.

Stay updated!

Visit our News Center at 
www.nwrealtor.com/news-center

First Citizen Scholarship Foundation

$43,000 in scholarships has been awarded to 2020 applicants!

Van Anderson Scholarship 
This year, the Scholarship Foundation named a scholarship for long-time 
member and past President Van Anderson. The high school applicant  
chosen by the Foundation to receive the Evangeline “Van” Anderson 
$5000.00 scholarship is Bellevue High School senior Rachel Park. 

254 students have received scholarships 
since its beginning in 1999

$443k

www.seattlefirstcitizen.org

@SKCRealtors

@Seattle.King.County.Realtors @skcrealtors

linkedin.com/company/skcr

Stay tuned for 2021 scholarships: www.nwrealtor.com/resources/scholarship-program/

has been awarded in educational 
scholarships.

“Community treasure” Tomio Moriguchi  
named 2020 First Citizen

http://www.nwrealtor.com/resources/scholarship-program/
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